
Shakespeare Class -
Year 5 

Our Christian
Values

What are we learning:

What are we
Reading?

Our topic this term is: Taking flight - What is
a force? We will be looking at different
forces and how these affect the world
around us. This will be everything from
gravity, to looking at how pullys and levers
work. We will also be investigating and
learning about famous scientists such as
Einstein and Gallilo.

In English, we're going to take a step back
and really explore sentence structure and
how to create amazing, powerful sentences.
This will involve taking things slowly and
spending time on choosing the best words and
sentence type to create the best impact in
our writing. We will also be revisiting speech
and how to puncuate correctly. 

In maths, our focus will be on area and
perimeter. We will be exploring how to work
out the area and perimeter of various 2D
shapes and challenging ourselves to find
missing lengths. Then we will be moving onto
statistics, with a greater focus on line
graphs and how to interpret the data on
them. 

In geography, our new topic is around OS maps
and how to locate areas on a map using 6
figure grid references. This will also tie in
nicely with our previous work on compasses.

This term we will be
reading Cosmic by

Frank Cottrell-Boyce.
 

We will also be
reading a range of
picture books and

short texts linked to
our science,

geography and
writing topics
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Our Chrsitian values
this term are:
Forgiveness and

Respect



Homework

Complete the spelling assignment on
EdShed:
Complete 20 minutes per week on
TTRockstars (practising all
timestables.)
To read each day, either their
school book or a book of their
choice.

Each week, the homework expectation
is:
 

There will be TTRockstars club on
Wednesday lunchtimes and Spelling club
on Friday lunchtimes to help support
anyone who cannot access the apps
that week.

Children may be asked to attend the
clubs if they do not do the homework. 

If you have lost or cannot access
EdShed or TTrockstars, please let me
know as soon as possible.

Upcoming dates

19th April: Ukrainian
Translation Workshop 

 
1st May: Bank Holiday

 
7th May: Bank Holiday

 
25th May: Year 5 Forest

School Day

PE and Music
PE will continue to be on
Thursday, so the children
will need to be in their PE
kits.

Music will be on Tuesday
afternoons, so children
will need their instruments

We want to thank you
for your continued

support.
 

Please come and speak
to either myself or Mrs
Clark before or after
school if you have any
questions. Thank you. Mr

Symes


